RUNNERS ENTERED IN G. B. C. GAMES

Variety, Weakened By Loss Of Dick Bell, Is Picked To Take Third

Although weakened by the absence of Captain Thos. T. Denny, who is about to take up a position on the Boston Herald, the list including Harvard, Technology, and Boston College, Boston University in the event of a hundred men in both the Technology contingent of the Harvard and Princeton, and the Redmen, are expected to do well in many of the races.

Putting possible injury to his star oarsman, Holland, has decided not to enter Dick Bell, who is in the best of condition. Bell has nothing to lose by this move, for he is already acknowledged to be the best oarsman in New England and is painting for the most important meet of the season. His absence tomorrow, however, will down the team's strength considerably.

Texas Fielded Third Six oarsmen are entered in the meet including Harvard, Technology, Boston College, Boston University, Yale, and Western. The Harvard crew, having already fielded a Technology to finish third, has elected Harvard and R. C. to individual predictions for Walter Tingley of the Engineers listed as finishing first. (Continued on page three)

Technology Crew Faces Hard Test In Compton Race

Haines Will Use Same Crew That Lost To Navy; First Race At 2:30

Using the same oarsmen that lost to Navy a week ago, Coach Bill Haines will send his charges to renew staked with one of the best crews of the East in the race when Technology faces Princeton and Harvard on Saturday afternoon.

According to a statement issued by Coach Elkhorn last night, it is hard to see what the Technology stalwarts will do on Saturday. Although they have impressed considerably since the last race, Nadler, who was inserted in the boat when Loomis was hurt, has fitted into the boat perfectly and the crew is working together with much better co-ordination.

Cap Presented Tonight

The Compton Cup race will be preceded by a keg-rolling being given at President Karl T. Compton's residence. President of the senior class, will make the formal presentation of the cup to President Conant, as the representative of the student body.

Following the Vanity races, President Compton will present the cup to the captain of the winning team. The regatta will start at 2:30 against the Harvard crew near the 1-5-6 mile course. They will be followed by the Junior Vanity, 20 and 70 yard, and the regular hour and half-hour intervals. The vanity and junior vanity races will be over a mile and one-half course.

All of the Technology men rowing tomorrow also owed victory against Navy. The vanity men's: 1, Enderby; 2, Stieff; 3, Miller; 4, Wood; 5, Nadler; 6, Whitmore; 7; Green; stroke; Coach; and coxswain, Hummel. The junior vanity includes: 1, Parkard; 2, Seelenstein; 3, Weller; 4, Thayer; 5, Lincoln; 6, Graham; 7, Haskins; stroke, Woodfall; and coxswain, Emery.

The next rowing in the light boat is: 1, Weymouth; 2, Ethan; 3, Ayer; 4, Grinnell; 5, Asher; 6, Wooster; 7, Prentiss; stroke, Hollis; and coxswain, Clarke. The Vanity men's: 1, Enderby; 2, Stieff; 3, Miller; 4, Wood; 5, Nadler; 6, Whitmore; 7, Green; stroke; Coach; and coxswain, Hummel. The senior vanity includes: 1, Parkard; 2, Seelenstein; 3, Weller; 4, Thayer; 5, Lincoln; 6, Grant; 7, Haskins; stroke, Woodfall; and coxswain, Emery.

Venerable Lizzie Dons New Spring Finery Early

Dormitory residents arriving at classes yesterday were struck by a kaleidoscope of color on what formerly was a respectably dingy scene. For during the night some very lovely villains applied paint and brushes to the venerable State, and the result was worthy of a place in a picture book of old world palaces. Diagonally opposite fenders are red and yellow, the doors are red and green, and the hoods bear a beautiful ornamental top. The radiator is labeled "FIRE," and across the back the title "2. Grads." Identifies the charies. Red curtains painted on all the windows create a faultless scene, an example of what a little time and ingenuity can create.

Technology Crew Men Resent Insult

In Annapolis Theatre Demonstration

Dunning, freshman Crew Coach, torrent of Abuse On Following Day

When forty Technology crew men last week marched on races in the East, they had planned to give the spectators plenty of reasons for the dispositions of the management were soon justified, for before the stroke had firmly drained away, a riot call had summoned six policemen and a patrol wagon to numaebly disperse the crowd away two rather unseemly and quiet members of the party.

Prior to the appearance of the Marines, the Technology oarsmen had quietly watched a showing of "42nd Street," and outside of a little innocent amusement, had in no way indicated that anything untoward would happen in the remembrance of the performance.

Picture Review

Following the feature picture was a short subject pertaining to colonial days, and here the spark was kindled for the turn-up of a few seconds later, when a New York crowd began to move around in an atmosphere which struck the Institute seats as vaguely familiar.

Choice sélection revealed the Binkle Dormitory in the dark background, and when this fact had been verified by further examination, the indignant group let out a shout of protest.

Not until a sequel war with the policemen had carried off two members of the crowd did the group of the crowd which had followed at foot to the street, but the last man to be subdued. By combining their financial resources they managed to pay off the fine in full, and then wound their way back to the Naval Academy, where they were making their temporary residence.

Coach Uses Vote Court

On the following day the attempted climax to the incident, when Al Dun-

ning, freshman crew coach, was given a ticket for parking his car on the wrong side of the street. When he came up before the judge for settlement of the case, he explained that he was unfamiliar with traffic rules in that city because he was from out-of-territory.

The judge, who curiously enough had tried the case of the crew men on the previous night, was ready to adopt lenient measures towards the offender until he asked Dunning's question, who had then no idea what the judge was saying.

When told he was a crew coach, the judge inquired the college.

"Dunning," said Colleage.

"Two dollars," replied the judge smirkingingly.

STRATTON PRIZE DATES ARE SET

Each Course Limited To Three Entrants For Competition

On May 1, 5, 9

Dates of the semi-final competitors for the Stratton Prize were recently announced by Dr. Samuel C. Parnell, of the School of Biology and Public Health, and Chairman of the Faculty Committee on Stratton Prizes. The Belmonts of May 1, 4, 9, and 8 are set aside for this purpose, the formal presentation of the prizes being deferred until the last day.

Over fifteen student papers have already been presented before members of the individual professional societies, and a total of over thirty papers are expected during the spring days. The total number of semi-finalists, according to a report made yesterday by Richard F. Watson, Jr., Chairman of the Committee, is 22.

FAVOR FRESHMAN TIE REGULATIONS

Referendum Comes As Result Of Fierce Controversy Last Term

Previously showing its approval of freshman rules by a vote 25 in favor, the student body in a referendum on the election bulletin, also record-

ed itself in favor of their enforcement. A number of student papers are, at present, in the making in the Institute as a result of the results obtained last term.

The question receiving the tie decision received the greatest majority in favor of amendments, 551; opposed, 551.

The tie decision would be made according to the instructions of the Institute Committee, which would probably (Continued on page four)

Vauhaun Is Chosen Swimming Captain

Frederick W. Vaughan of New York was elected captain of the swimming team for next year at the annual banquet in the Walker Memorial Gymnasium.

Vauhaun was one of the outstanding members of the 1st year's ten and several times during the season in races in the Harvard-Yale Invitational meet of the Harvard-Yale Invitational meet. He and Captain Flanders were the only consistent swimmers for the Harvard-Yale Invitational meet and, with a map in recognition of the work he has done this year.